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INTER-SCHOOL SCIENCE QUIZ BEE-PROVINCIAL COMPETITION

The **Science Boys Exclusive Group Inc.**, an emerging organization in the Province of
Rizal, will be having the "Inter-School Science Quiz Bee-Rizal Provincial Competition" for the
celebration of the National Science and Technology Week 2018 (NSTW 2018). It will be held in
different key areas of the province from July 16 to 30, 2018.

They are inviting Junior and Senior High Schools in this division to join the said competition
whose aim is to provide an atmosphere of competitive learning amongst schools and students within
the province of Rizal.

Interested schools may coordinate with **Mr. Emmanuel N. Sakay**, Chairman of the Board –
Science Boys Exclusive Group Inc.

Participation of both public and private schools shall be subject to the **no-disruption-of-
classes policy** as stipulated in DepEd Order No. 9, s. 2005 entitled Instituting Measures to Increase
Engaged Time-on-Task and Ensuring Compliance therewith.

Attached herewith is the letter of invitation, copy of the project concept and other details of the
planned program for your reference.

For information and widest dissemination in the field.
May 4, 2018

Hon. DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO  
Regional Director  
Department of Education IV-A (CALABARZON)  
Karanganal Village, Cainta, Rizal

Sir:

We are the SCIENCE BOYS EXCLUSIVE GROUP INCORPORATED, an emerging organization in the province of Rizal which is composed of young students whose interests in science and allied fields were being harnessed.

In our yearning to become part of the several national programs and projects, we will be having our "INTER-SCHOOL SCIENCE QUIZ BEE-RIZAL PROVINCIAL COMPETITION" for the celebration of the National Science and Technology Week 2018 (NSTW 2018). It will be held in different key areas of the province from July 16 to 30, 2018.

It will be a showcase of skills and level of knowledge in Science, Technology, Mathematics, and other Allied Fields of the Junior High School and Senior High School students of the province.

In this matter, we would like to seek your indulgence in this humble endeavor by extending support to us through the following:

1) Endorsing our program to the Schools Division Superintendents of the Division of Rizal and Division of Antipolo City

Our aim is to provide an atmosphere of Competitive Learning amongst schools and students within the province of Rizal. Also, engaging in this event will harness the interest of the science boys to further their learnings in Science and other fields.

Attached herewith is the copy of our project concept and other details of the planned program for your perusal. Hoping that we may persuade your good office to support us in any or all means enumerated above. Thank you very much in advance and MABUHAY po kayo!

At your service,

Mr. EMMANUEL N. SAKAY  
Chairman of the Board  
Science Boys Exclusive Group Inc.
Date of Proposal: April 6, 2018

Proposed Project/Program: INTER-SCHOOL SCIENCE QUIZ BEE IN CELEBRATION OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY WEEK 2018

Rationale:
NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY WEEK is celebrated annually during the Third Week of July. The Department of Science and Technology (DOST), its agencies, regional offices and Provincial Science and Technology centers are the major organizers of the celebration and events. For the past celebrations, there are attempts of different private institutions, local government units, and small people’s organizations to implement the programs.

An activity spearheaded by some youth organizations was held that invited different schools, particularly in Rizal and was first conducted last 2003. Second was in 2005. It was to create competition within elementary and high schools and identify the best of the best in Science.

This year, an emerging youth organization from Rizal province, SCIENCE BOYS EXCLUSIVE GROUP INCORPORATED is in its way to organize a worthwhile activity that will enhance the student skills and academic stance in Science, Technology, Mathematics and other Allied Courses.

The proposed program or activity will encourage schools, both public and private in Junior High School and Senior High School, to send Science Whiz students to compete for Science Quiz Bee. At this time, Science Quiz Bee will be held province-wide. It will surely gauge the skills, and levels of knowledge of the participants in the field of science and other allied courses.

Objectives:
The activity aims at creating a competitive mind set for the schools and the students especially in the field of Science, Technology, Mathematics, and other Allied Courses. Specifically, its objectives are as follows:
1) To celebrate the National Science and Technology Week 2018 with a competitive spirit of acquiring knowledge in Science and allied courses.
2) To invite schools, to send representatives to join in the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee
3) To identify the best Science Student and Best Science teacher who will receive the Title NSTW Rizal 2018 Science Whiz
**Target Date of Implementation:**

The activity will be held from **July 16 to July 30**, following the scheduled (as stated in this proposal) meetings, eliminations, semi finals and quiz bee finals. Implementation of the whole program will be as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 2, 2018</td>
<td>Deadline for the Submission of Manifestation to Join the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 10, 2018</td>
<td>Commitment Meeting with the School in-charge (participants) of the Quiz bee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 16, 2018</td>
<td>Opening Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 18, 2018</td>
<td>Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category (North Rizal Participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 20, 2018</td>
<td>Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category (South Rizal Participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 23, 2018</td>
<td>Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category (Antipolo Participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 25, 2018</td>
<td>Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category (Central Rizal Participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 25, 2018</td>
<td>Elimination and Finals Quiz Bee – Senior High School STEM Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 27, 2018</td>
<td>Elimination and Finals Quiz Bee – Senior High School Non-STEM Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 30, 2018</td>
<td>Finals Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category (Province-wide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elimination and Finals Quiz Bee – Science Teachers Category (Province-wide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awarding Ceremonies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Target Participants:**

All Schools offering Junior High School course within the Province of Rizal will be invited to the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee. Also, all schools offering STEM Track and non-STEM Tracks in Senior High School will be invited to join in another category.

Participation to the NSTW Inter-school Quiz Bee is purely invitational and will not force or require the schools, school heads/principals, students and other entities to join if they don't want to.

The participants will be clustered into the four categories for the Inter School Science Quiz Bee:

A. **Junior High School Category** – open to all public and private schools offering Junior High School courses. Participants in this category will be sub-divided into areas to easily facilitate the participation of the schools and students. The sub-divided areas are as follows:

1. **North Rizal Participants** – participating schools coming from Districts of San Mateo and Montalban (Rodriguez) – Division of Rizal
2. **South Rizal Participants** – participating schools coming from Districts in Cardona, Morong, Baras, Tanay, Pililla, Jalaiala, Teresa – Division of Rizal
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3 Central Rizal Participants – participating schools coming from Cainta, Taytay, Angono, Binangonan – Division of Rizal
4 Antipolo City Participants – coming from Division of Antipolo City

B. Senior High School STEM Category – those participating Senior High Schools offering STEM Track and the competition is Province-wide.

C. Senior High School Non-STEM Category – those participating Senior High School that do not offer STEM Track in their courses, also competition is Province-wide.

D. Science Teachers Category – participating schools who would want to sent teachers to compete with other teachers within the Province of Rizal

Concept of the Program:
Science Quiz Bee will be a program that will highlight the level of knowledge and skills the High School students have acquired in their studies. It will also challenge the teaching and learning styles in science by different schools joining in the event.

Inter-School Science Quiz Bee will also become an avenue for sharing thoughts, promoting camaraderie amongst science teachers and enthusiasts and the students in general.

Interested participants (schools) will have to submit the Registration Forms which will be distributed either through Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated courier, through Private Schools Association or through the Department of Education.

All participants will have to send one Faculty representative to attend to the Commitment meeting a week before the Opening Program of the inter-school Science Quiz Bee. It will be a venue to discuss the Rules and Procedures of the Competition and to clarify some issues and concerns that arise during the preparation for the said event.

Quiz Bee Flow for Junior High School Category:
Each participating school shall send one team comprising three (3) members – One from the Grade 10, One from Grade 9, One from Grade 8. The school may send two (2) buffer contestants in case of replacement which will come from any grade level.

The student-contestants will have to undergo written examination which will take place an hour before the scheduled Elimination per area. Top 10 scorers will be qualified for the Quiz Bee Proper. Written examination is individual basis and the score of the three contestants will be combined to determine the top 10 contenders.
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Top three participants will have to go back on the date of the Final Round to compete with other Top three contenders from the other areas.

In case of tie scores, the teams who tied for a place will be counted as ‘one’ place and shall be qualified to join in the next round of the quiz bee.

**Quiz Bee Flow for Senior High School Category:**

The following guidelines will be applicable to Contestants of SHS STEM Category and SHS Non-STEM Category.

Each participating school shall send one team comprising two (2) members – One from the Grade 11, One from Grade 12. The school may send one (1) buffer contestants in case of replacement which will come from any grade level.

The student-contestants will have to undergo written examination which will take place an hour before the scheduled Elimination. Top 10 scorers will be qualified for the Quiz Bee Proper. Written examination is on group basis where the two contestants will share thoughts and insights to answer the questions in the written examination.

Top three participants will be declared 1st Place, 2nd Place and 3rd Place respectively and will come back on the scheduled Awarding Ceremonies.

In case of tie scores, the teams who tied for a place will have to take clincher set of quiz bee questions to determine the actual winner of the quiz bee.

**Quiz Bee Flow for Teacher Category:**

Each participating school shall send one Science Teacher, teaching either in Junior High School or Senior High School. Only one representative shall come from the schools who offer both Junior High school and Senior high school. Faculty representative may be the contestant to the quiz bee.

The teacher-contestants shall undergo Elimination Round. Each contestant will be given one objective question, once the contestant answers the question correctly, he/she shall be qualified to join the Quiz Bee Proper. No limitation with regards to the number of participants who can join the quiz bee.

Top three participants will be declared 1st Place, 2nd Place and 3rd Place respectively and will come back on the scheduled Awarding Ceremonies.

In case of tie scores, the teams who tied for a place will have to take clincher set of quiz bee questions to determine the actual winner of the quiz bee.
Sets of Questions:
The set of questions which will be used for the whole Quiz Bee Program will come from the delegated institutions by the Department of Science and Technology and the Department of Education. No questions will be revealed before the Quiz Bee proper to avoid leakage and to maintain the integrity of the Quiz Bee.

Question for Junior High School Category:
The questions which will be provided for the Written Examination, Elimination Quiz Bee, and Final Rounds in Junior High School Category will be counterchecked from credible textbooks which the majority of the schools currently use. Each question will fall into Science Area as follows:

1. Earth Science – geology, meteorology, astrology
2. Physical Science – chemistry, physics
3. Life Science – anatomy, physiology, genetics
4. Environmental Science – ecology, ecosystem, biosphere
5. Taxonomical Science – scientific names, classifications
6. Mathematical Science – basic algebra and geometry used in science
7. Social Science – sociology, basic psychology, anthropology
8. Basic Science – scientific methods, laboratory, scientists

List of Textbooks which will be officially used during the quiz bee will be announced during the Commitment meeting of the Faculty representatives.

Question for Senior High School STEM Category:
The questions which will be provided for the Written Examination, Elimination Quiz Bee, and Final Rounds in Senior High School STEM Category will be counterchecked from credible textbooks which the majority of the schools currently use. Each question will fall into Science Area as follows:

1. Earth Science – geology, meteorology, astrology
2. Life Science – anatomy, physiology, genetics
3. Physical Science – chemistry, physics
4. Environmental Science – ecology, ecosystem, biosphere
5. Taxonomical Science – scientific names, classifications
6. Social Science – sociology, basic psychology, anthropology

List of Textbooks which will be officially used during the quiz bee will be announced during the Commitment meeting of the Faculty representatives.
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Question for Senior High School Non-STEM Category:
The questions which will be provided for the Written Examination, Elimination Quiz Bee, and Final Rounds in Senior High School Non-STEM Category will be counterchecked from credible textbooks which the majority of the schools currently use. Each question will fall into Science Area as follows:

1) Earth Science – geology, meteorology, astrology
2) Life Science – anatomy, physiology, genetics
3) Environmental Science – ecology, ecosystem, biosphere

List of Textbooks which will be officially used during the quiz bee will be announced during the Commitment meeting of the Faculty representatives.

Question for Science Teacher Quiz Bee Category:
The questions which will be provided for the Written Examination, Elimination Quiz Bee, and Final Rounds in Junior High School Category will be counterchecked from credible textbooks which the majority of the schools currently use. Each question will fall into Science Area as follows:

1) Earth Science – geology, meteorology, astrology
2) Physical Science – chemistry, physics
3) Life Science – anatomy, physiology, genetics
4) Environmental Science – ecology, ecosystem, biosphere
5) Taxonomical Science – scientific names, classifications
6) Mathematical Science – basic algebra and geometry used in science
7) Social Science – sociology, basic psychology, anthropology
8) Basic Science – scientific methods, laboratory, scientists

List of Textbooks which will be officially used during the quiz bee will be announced during the Commitment meeting of the Faculty representatives.

Quiz Bee Proper:
In all Written examinations, the contestants will be assigned to one class room and will be given 55 minutes to accomplish the questionnaires. Each will be given answer sheet where they will have to write their answers to the test. Immediately, it will be checked to determine the top qualifiers for the elimination Quiz bee.

Teachers in-charge will be asked to assist in checking the test papers.
Elimination and Finals Quiz Bee:

Contestants will be provided with Chalk board where they have to write their answers to each question. Quiz Bee is divided into three rounds – Easy, Average, and Difficult.

Five Questions will be given one by one in each round. All questions in Easy Round are Multiple Choice Type of Questions and are answerable by A, B, C, or D. All questions in the Average Round are answerable either by Yes or No, True or False, or, Fill in the blanks. No choices will be provided on the questions in the average round. On the other hand, all questions in the difficult round are Identification type and answerable objectively. There can be computation for mathematics questions, and the final answer will be required to be written on their chalk boards.

The question will be read twice, and will be flashed on to the screen. For multiple choice questions, the choices will not be shown on the screen to give chance for fair answering. Contestants will be given ample time to answer the questions: 3 seconds for the Easy Round, 5 seconds for the average round, and 10 seconds for the difficult round. In case of Math questions which will require computation, the contestants will be given 20 seconds to answer.

When the buzzer rings, it means time is up and contestants must raise their boards to check their answers. They will be given scores immediately after each question.

Correct answers are equivalent to 1 point for the easy, 3 points for Average, 5 points for Difficult. Clincher questions have no corresponding point. Top three highest point earner in the elimination round will jump into the Finals of the quiz bee, while the top three in the Final round will be awarded.

The above mentioned guidelines shall be applicable to Junior High school category in all areas, to Senior High School STEM and Non STEM Category and to Science Teachers category.

Awarding and Prizes:

Top Three Contestants from all categories shall be awarded 1st Place, 2nd Place and 3rd Place respectively.

Each member of the winning teams in the Junior High School Category shall receive individual Medals and a Trophy for their school.

Each members of the winning teams in the Senior High School STEM and NonSTEM Categories shall receive individual Medals and a Trophy for their school.

Contestant for the Science Teacher Category shall receive medals.

(7)
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All contestants shall receive Certificate of Participation. All schools shall also receive certificate of Appreciation for sending representatives to the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee.

Logistics requirements during the Quiz Bee Proper:

The Inter-school Science Quiz Bee shall be using the following materials that will be essential in implementing the competition. The logistical requirements shall promote the integrity of the whole competition.

1) **Quiz Bee Questions and Digital (PPT) Version**

Questions for the Quiz Bee shall come from reputable resources and are composed by credible personnel from the Department of Science and Technology or designated Science agency. All questionnaires shall be kept by the Core Officer of the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated. All sets of questions shall be kept sealed in an envelope and shall be opened only at the day of the quiz bee. Soft copy (Powerpoint version) of the questions shall be prepared only 30 minutes before the Quiz Bee proper to prevent leakage of the questions.

2) **Drill Boards / Chalk Boards**

Drill boards shall be provided by the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated, its organizing team. Each board shall be numbered accordingly and shall not bear any markings of the identity of the School/Contestant.

3) **Chalk and Erasers**

Chalks and erasers shall be provided by the Organizing team of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee. Contestants may bring their own erasers and chalks to augment the necessity of the Quiz Bee.

4) **Answer Key and Resource Textbooks**

Answers to the Quiz Bee Questions shall be revealed every after the questions are read. Verification of the correctness of the answers shall be checked using the Official Textbooks provided by the Organizing team of the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee. Decision on protests on the questions and answers shall be based on the said textbooks only. Other textbooks shall not be recognized as resource textbooks for the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee.
5) **Buzzer**

Buzzer shall be used to signal the end of the allotted time per question given by the Quiz Master. It shall be kept by the time keeper.

6) **Digital Score Board (MS Excel)**

Digital Scoreboard shall be presented during the Quiz Bee proper in a separate Overhead LCT Projected Screen. The scoreboard shall contain the corresponding number of contestants, their scores to each round and the final ranking after the quiz bee proper. Names of the Schools and contestants shall not be revealed until the Quiz Bee ends.

7) **Quiz Bee Equipments**

- **Sound System** – the venue of the Quiz Bee shall have clear sound system, with microphone and speaker, audible to all participants of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee.
- **Overhead LCD Projector** – overhead LCD projector shall be provided to the purpose of the Quiz Bee. Two projectors are ideal set up, but in case there is only one projector available, the LCD projector shall be used in presenting Digital Scoreboard. Quiz Bee questions shall be read by the Quiz Bee anchor.

---

**Manpower Requirements for the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee:**

The Inter-school Science Quiz Bee shall require the following manpower who shall work for the implementation of the whole program.

1) **Quiz Master**

Quiz master shall come from the reputable partner of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee Organizing Team or from the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated. The work of the Quiz master is to Read and reveal Quiz Bee questions, its corresponding answer. He/she also has the responsibility to announce the contestant number who answered the questions correctly.

2) **Digital Scorer**

Scorer of the quiz be shall keep the updated score board. He/she shall add scores to the contestant number who answered the quiz bee questions correctly. Scorer may come from the delegation of the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated or its partner organizations.
3) **Time Keeper**

Time keeper shall have the responsibility of keeping the time, buzzer and signal the quiz master that time is up for allotted time during the quiz bee. He shall hold digital watch and keep attentive to the time on the duration of the quiz bee. He/she may come from the Organizing staff of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee or of the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated.

4) **Observers**

Observers shall keep an eye to the contestants and maintain the orderliness of the Quiz Bee proper. He/she may come from the Organizing staff of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee or of the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated.

5) **Support Staff**

The role of the support staff during the quiz bee is limited to assisting the Quiz Master, the Digital scorer and the observers. His/her main role is to keep the records of the registration of the contestants of the inter-school Science Quiz Bee and keep the attendance record of the representatives of the schools joining the competition. He/she shall be a member or staff from Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated.

6) **Quiz Checkers**

Written exams during the elimination round shall be checked by the quiz checkers. They shall keep the records of the test results and rank the scores to determine the top 10 contenders who would join the Quiz Bee proper.

**Target Venues of the Duration of the Program:**

Venues where the events will be held shall be determined during the Commitment meeting of the school representatives who will volunteer to let their school facilities and host the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee. On the other hand, the ideal venues for the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee are the following as proposed:

1) **Commitment Meeting for School Representatives (July 10, 2018)**

Any event hall or covered court within the municipality of Cainta. The venue must have the capacity to accommodate at least 250 people. It shall have one central sound system so that all participants can hear the meeting.
2) Opening Program (July 16, 2018)
   Proposed: Eulogio Amang Rodriguez Tanghalan ng Sinag located in
   University of Rizal System Morong Campus. In case the venue is not viable, any
   theater type hall or Audio Visual Room may do. Opening program shall be
   attended by prospective contenders for the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee, their
   school heads and teachers in charge.

3) Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category for North Rizal
   Participants (July 18, 2018)
   Proposed: San Jose National High School, Brgy. San Jose,
   Montalban. Two classrooms shall be used for the isolation of the contestants
   who will take up the written examinations and an Audio Visual Room where the
   Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.

4) Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category for South Rizal
   Participants (July 20, 2018)
   Proposed: Tanay National High School, Tanay-Sampaloc Road,
   Brgy. Plaza Aldea, Tanay. Two classrooms shall be used for the isolation of the
   contestants who will take up the written examinations and an Audio Visual
   Room where the Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.

5) Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category for Antipolo
   Participants (July 23, 2018 – Morning)
   Proposed: San Roque National High School, Marigman Road, Brgy.
   San Roque, Antipolo City. Two classrooms shall be used for the isolation of the
   contestants who will take up the written examinations and an Audio Visual
   Room where the Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.

6) Elimination Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category for Central Rizal
   Participants (July 23, 2018 – Afternoon)
   Proposed: Taytay National High School, Meralco Village, Brgy. San
   Juan, Taytay. Two classrooms shall be used for the isolation of the contestants
   who will take up the written examinations and an Audio Visual Room where the
   Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.
7) **Elimination and Finals Quiz Bee – Senior High School STEM and Non-STEM Category (July 25, 2018)**

   *Proposed:* University of Rizal System Binangonan Campus, Manila East Road, Brgy. Calumpang, Binangonan. Two classrooms shall be used for the isolation of the contestants who will take up the written examinations and an Audio Visual Room where the Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.

8) **Finals Quiz Bee – Junior High School Category (July 27, 2018 – morning)**

   *Proposed:* University of Rizal System Morong Campus, Brgy. San Juan, Morong. Audio Visual Room shall be used where the Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.

9) **Elimination and Finals Quiz Bee – Science Teachers Category (July 27, 2018 – afternoon)**

   *Proposed:* Morong National High School, Manila East Road, Brgy. San Juan, Morong. Two classrooms shall be used for the isolation of the contestants who will take up the written examinations and an Audio Visual Room where the Quiz Bee Proper will be conducted.

10) **Awarding Ceremonies (July 30, 2018)**

    *Proposed:* University of Rizal System Antipolo Campus, Marigman Road, Brgy. San Roque, Antipolo City. Audio Visual Room shall be used for the Awarding Ceremonies.

**Collaboration and Partnerships**

The Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated is the major organizer of the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee 2018 in celebration of the National Science and Technology Week (NSTW). The following agencies, offices, and groups are proposed to be tapped and become partners in the implementation of this program:

1) **The Department of Science and Technology (DOST),** whose mandate is to spearhead the celebration of the National Science and Technology Week. Mainly, the DOST shall provide authority to the Science Boys Exclusive Group Incorporated for the use of the program/celebration’s Banner, Tagline, Theme, and Logo in its promotional advertisement materials such as posters, flyers, online posts, among others. And if given a chance, the DOST will provide budget expenses for the implementation of the program.
2) The Provincial Science and Technology Center of Rizal Province (PSTC-Rizal), who shall be the major organizing team of the local celebration of NSTW in the province. The PSTC shall certify all the documents that the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee 2018 will release to become an official statement of the event. In all cases, the PST Officer shall be one of the signatories of all Certificates of Appreciation, Certificates of Merit, Participation, and other pertinent certificates deemed necessary for the event. The Provincial center also will provide at least two (2) volunteers who will assist or eventually be a Quiz Master in one of the scheduled Quiz Bee Proper.

3) The Department of Education – Division of Rizal, will give the major organizers permission to invite the different schools within the division to join the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee. A Circular which will come from the Office of the Schools Division Superintendent will be a strong tool to encourage the school principals/heads to send representatives for this competition.

4) The Department of Education – Division of Antipolo City, will give the major organizers permission to invite the different schools within the division to join the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee. A Circular which will come from the Office of the Schools Division Superintendent will be a strong tool to encourage the school principals/heads to send representatives for this competition.

5) The Rizal Private Schools Association (RIPRISA) and the City of Antipolo Private Schools Association (CAPRISA), whose membership is the majority of the private schools within the Province of Rizal. The RIPRISA through their municipal counterparts will disseminate information regarding the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee 2018 and encourage the members schools to join and compete for the said event and celebration.

6) The Provincial Government of Rizal through the Honorable Governor Rebecca Ynares, would be sought to provide financial assistance to the organizers of the event to augment the financial needs of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee 2018. The provincial government will also be asked to provide the free use of the Auditorium of the Provincial Capitol where the Awarding Ceremonies will be conducted.
7) The University of Rizal System (URS), through its Research, Development, Extension and Production (RDEP) Office whose would send experts and volunteers to fill in the manpower requirements of the Inter-school Science Quiz Bee. The experts shall become the Quiz Masters and volunteer students shall perform duties such as time keeper, and digital scorers during the Quiz Bee proper. Also, the URS in its Binangonan, Angono, Antipolo, and Morong Campus will provide venues for different legs of the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee 2018 as proposed.

8) Senate Committee on Education and Science and Technology, through its enabling power to support the efforts and endeavors of small groups and organizations like the Science Boys Exclusive Group, by either endorsing the program to financial granting institutions or may be allotting little funds for the purpose of the program.

9) House Committee on Science and Technology and Education, through its enabling power to support the efforts and endeavors of small groups and organizations like the Science Boys Exclusive Group, by either endorsing the program to financial granting institutions or may be allotting little funds for the purpose of the program.

10) Appropriate Partylist or Groups whose mandates fall on the support to the Science and Technology Education, who could support the Science Boys in it conduct of the province-wide Inter-School Science Quiz Bee.

Other Logistical Materials Required for the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee

The Inter-school Science Quiz Bee 2018 will be in need of the following logistical materials for the implementation of the activities set forth.

1) Letter requests to the different government agencies and companies for sponsorship, partnership, and collaboration.

2) Proposal and Endorsements from appropriate persons in authority

3) Certificates and Plaques for participants, guests, and winners

4) Food, snacks for the days allotted for the conduct of the Quiz Bee

5) Honorarium, Stipend for the Quiz Masters, Volunteers and Organizers-

6) Trophies, Medals, and Cash Prizes

7) Mobilization fund
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After the conduct of the Inter-School Science Quiz Bee, the following are the target results and expected output for the sectors and groups involved in the program.

1) **The Participating Schools.** They will have a dynamic exercise of their student’s abilities and skills in answering the challenges in Quiz Bee. They will have further rapport with other contending schools thus, healthy competition among schools will arise;

2) **The Participating Students.** The level of knowledge of the students who joined the inter-School Science Quiz Bee will become upgraded, especially in the field of Science, Technology, and Mathematics;

3) **The Curriculum Designers.** The people who draft curriculum especially in High School K-12 will have additional knowledge in how to improve the existing curriculum to meet the needs of the present group of students, especially in the field of Science;

4) **The Department of Education, Legislative Bodies, among others.** The conduct of the inter-School Science Quiz Bee is a good platform for the legislators and policy makers to improve the present system of education and curricula. This program will also gauge the status on how the present curriculum has met the needs and challenges of the new generation of students, especially in the field of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics.

The proponents:

SCIENCE BOYS EXCLUSIVE GROUP MEMBERS OF THE BOARD AND OFFICERS

Duly represented by:

Mr. EMMANUEL N. SAKAY  
Chairman of the Board
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